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Telshone 700 / 7430e4

t

October 4, 1990

U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Document Control Desk
Mashington, DC 20555

,

Dear Str:

The enclosed Licensee Event Report number 90-011 00 Docket Nos.
50-295/DPR-39 and 50-304/DPR-48 from Zion Generating Station is being

= transmitted to you as a Voluntary Licensee Event Report.

Very truly yours,

vf,

i T. P. .loyce
/ Station Manager

Zion Generating Station

TPJ/es

Enclosure: Licens; tvant Report
,

cc: NRC Region III Administrator
'NRC Resident Inspector

INPO Record Center
CECO Distributton List:
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'/
To: T. P. Joyce

Subject: On-Site Review of Licensee Event Report No. 90-011-00
Docket Nos. 50-295 (Unit 1) and 50-304 (Unit 2).

He have reviewed the attached Licensee Event Report on Uncontrolled
Reactor Head Vent and recommend its submittal to the NRC. The open items are
being tracked by commitmentt #295-180-90-04501 and #295-180-90-04502.

Prepared by: t, n Disciplines required: A B.D
'

Paul Geddes

Station Review: ##A
HealfPhysics U

ff h Y k
TechSEffSupervisor Operating Engineer Asst /~ Superintendent*

del k.]I concur and approve:
/ T. P. Joyce
/'' Station Manager

Zion Station

Attachment

cc: Operating Department
Maintenance Departments
Training Supervisor
Technical Staff Supervisor
Reg. Assur. Supervisor (2)
NPROS Coordinator
QC Supervisor
Nuclear Licensing Administrator
H Representative
Nuclear Safety Manager
Quality Assurance Manager
Regulatory Assurance Superintendent
Nuclear Station Managers (5)
INPO Record Center
VP PNR Operations
Master File
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DEVIAt10N REPORT

..

'. DVR NO.*
+

. '

90 - 04522 - 1
* -

STA ilNIT YEAR DW . Farm Rev 2.0 i

'

_ paaf1| TITLE OF DEVIATION OCC9RRED 4-10-90 0115

DATE T18E ;

I_ AgggLtgiled Raatter Head / Par Vant Relaaaa TE$ TING
$Y$ TEM AFFECTED PLANT $f ATU$ AT TIME Of IVENT g

|"hKREQUE$fN0. | | | XMDDE 5 POWER (%) O
,

gy

DESCRIPTION OF EVENT

The reactor head was vented on 4-10-90 at 0115 while IRT-PR09A was inoperable. The reactor head was
cented again on 411-90 at 03$$ while IRT-PR09A and RT-PR09C were inoperable. By procedure ($01-9, ZCP-304,
Zion Tochnical $pecifications) this was acceptable since IRIA-PR40 channels 1 and 5 were operable and
IRT-PR098 was operable, it was realtred on 4-11-90 at 1800 that these releases were actually monitored (via i

vent stack rad monitors) but were not able to be secured automatically (controlled) as required. The typon '

vent rig routes the head release directly to the purge exhaust. IRI-PR40 draws its sample from 617'
elevation in containment at a dif ferent location and would not have detected or contre 11ed either Rx head
rOlease. The IRT-PR09A. B. C monitors are the only monitors that would detect (control) a head vent.

YES NO
POTENTIALLY $1GNIFICANT EVENT PER NSD DIRECTIVE A-07 g- g gy g

10CFR50.72 NRC RCD PHONE | | Keith Dryer
"''" " ~''

NOTIFICATION MADE |_ )L_| '-|- |
TIME RESPON$1BLE SufiRY1$0R DATE t

PART2-| OPERATING ENGINEER'S COP 9 TENT $

i

i

\

?

NON REPORTABLE EVENT
g g

30 DAY REPORTABLE /10CFR REGION !!! DATE TIME

g g Nuclear $tations
Duty Officar 4/16/90

5 DAY REPORT PER 10CFR21 NSD DATE TIME
g g

ANNUAL /SPECIAL REPORT REQUIRED
"

X | CECO CORPORATE NOT!r! CATION MADE

IF AB0VE NOT!r! CATION !$ PER 10CFR21
A.I.R. #

L.C.R. #90-011 CECO CORPORATE OFFILER DATE TIME

PRELIMINARY REPORT

COMPLETED AND REVIEWED Bill Demo 4-14-90 i

OPERATING ENGINEER DATE
' ~

INVESTIGATION REPORT & RESOLUTION / 7
P . 6 -

ACCEPTED BY $TATION REVIEW NU M *

dh N6
'

-

' ~''

!b].!RESOLUTION APPROVED AND
I D

AUTHORIZED TOR DISTRIBUTION
DATE

4 STATION MANAGER
86-5176 (Form 15-52-1) 11-20-85 f
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LICEN$EE EVENT REPORT (LER) g

fqcility Name (1) Dock',t Number (2) Pam (3) [

lt9fL nit 1 0 15 19 1 9 | 219 | 5 1|eff0|3U

title (4)

.Vt!LittLLE1]]tiltatigr Head Vent Relegie

. LYAnl Dilt 3 ) L M Nwelter_(6) RgpgrLpgle (7) Other Faciliitts involved (B)
/ Revision Month Day Year ._.Lacility Names Doc)1t Number (s)$equential

//j/,/j/j/j/
Month Day Year Year

f
Nuecer//// Number

Zien Unit 2 01 510 10 10 13 10 14

0J_A lllL._91L .1LL 0J i i 1 _ 010 110 01 4 91 0 1 I I I I I I-

THIS REPORT i$ $UBM11TED PUR$UANT TO THE REQUIREMENTS OF 10CFRgggg
IIbetLont_nt_mn.te_nLiht_fslinninaLt 11 )

MODE (9)
_

5 20.402(b) __ 20.405(c) 50.73(a)(2)(iv) _ 73.71(b)
__ _

POWER _ 20.405(a)(1)(1) 50.36(c)(1) 50.73(a)(2)(v) 73.71(c)_

LEVEL 20.405(a)(1)(li) _ 50.36(c)(2) 50.73(a)(2)(vil) l_ Other ($pecify .

! | 0. 20.405(a)(1)(lii) _ _ _ 50.73(a)(2)(1) _ 50.73(a)(2)(viii)(A) in Abstract '

(10)
/ /,/ / // /,/,/ / / /,/ // / /,/ /, /, /,/,/ / /,/ __ 20.405(a)(1)(iv) 50.73(a)(2)(li) 50.73(a)(2)(viii)(B) below and in

._ ,

/'/////j/' ///' ////}//}/'/}/' //' / _ 20.405(a)(1)(v) 50.73(a)(2)(iii) _ 50.73(a)(2)(x) Text)// / j/ j

LICENSEE CQNTACT FOR TH11 LER (12)
TELEPHONE NUPSERName

AREA CODE

.f8Wl_.0tddtLLC!LL99filDALDr ed. 2487 7|DlB 71416| 12,jjjgjL
,

QMPLETE ONE LINE FOR EACH CQ!iEQMEN FAILURLD[iQ1 PED IN TH1$ REPORT (13)
CAU$E $Y$iEM COMPONENT MANUFAC- REPORTABLE CAUSE $YSTEM COMP 0NENT MANUFAC- REPORTABLE

lURER TO NPRD$ .
TU!LER TO NPRDS

l _kl i l I [ __ N
..

l J,,_,1 | | | |

} | | | | | | | | | | | | |

SUPPLEMENTAL REPQRi EXPECTED (14) Expected Month 1 Day I Year

submission
*

II11_Ill._yfidQtar.1 tit _11EL(l[D SUBMI$$10N Def t) X l . NO I l |

ABSIRACT (Limit to 1400 spaces, i.e. approximately fif teen single-space typewritten lines) (16)

On 4/10/90, while a reactor head vent was in progress, it was realized that if any channel of the
C ntainment Purge monitor 1(2)R-PR09 was inoperable, then a reactor vessel head vent was an uncontrolled
release, because the head vent rig bypasses the Containment Atmosphere monitor 1(2)R-PR40 sample point. The
rolesse is still monitored, as the Ventilation Stack radiation monitors are downstream of 1(2)R-PR09, but the
$ tack monitors have no control function. This report is being submitted as a voluntary LER.

The root cause of this event is a f ailure to realire the routing of the tygon vent rig bypassed the
1(2)R-PR40 monitor sample point. This was due in part to modifications to the radiation monitoring system
end changes in Technical $pecifications after use of the head vent rig had become standard practice.

The head noble gases are sampled and the activity is quantified prior to release. At no time were any
dose rate limits exceeded. There was therefore no safety significance to this event.

!-
The corrective actions for this event are to impose stricter procedural controls on the actions required

fer head vent releases.
,

|
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11eradrr EVENT kEPotT (LER) TEXT CONTilal& TION Farm Rev 2 1
.

/ Paan (3)
FACILITY M48E (1) DOCKET NUPSER (2) LER ** - E (El*

'' Year /// 5equential /// Revisfon*
fff fff
/// N ehar /// Number*

zien unit 1 oIsIeIoIo 1 21 915 9|c 0I111 0|c 0 12 0F 0|3- -

TEXT Energy Industry Identification System (EIIS) codes are identified in the text as (XX)

A. CDDWIi10N PRIOR TO EYQ[1

MDDE __L. - CoH_$hvid9mn- RX Power o RCS (AB) Temperature / Pressure -O- 'F/ -0- psig

8. DESCRIPTION Of EVENT

There was no equipment out of service prior to this event that contributed to the severity of the
event.

A reactor head vent is an operation that is performed during maintenance, when it is desired to
remove gases from the reactor that may be trapped in the head region of the vessel. It is done
concurrent with a normal Containment Purge, and at the time of the event, the same procedure
requirements applied to a Containment Purge and to a head vent. This operation is performed when
draining the Reactor Coolant System, to reduce hydrogen concentration and remove fission product gases.
It should be noted that this is done only af ter a regular degas has been performed, which will remove
most of the fission product gases. The procedure (Maintenance Instruction) directs operators to use a !

head vent rig, which is a tygon tubing arrangement that routes the gases f rom the head vent valves to
the exhaust ducting of the Containment Purge System. This is an operation that has been conducted at
Zion Station every refueling outage since the first refueling outage on Unit 1.

During a normal Containment Purge, Technical $pecifications and procedures require that either
1(2)R-PR09 or 1(2)R-PR40 be operable. 1(2)R-PR09 is a three channel- radiation monitor that samples the
Containment Purge exhaust ducting. 1(2)R-PR09 channels A B, and C are capable of tripping shut the t

I

Containment Purge Valves. 1(2)R-PR40 is a $ystem Particulate lodine and Noble Gas ($ PING) monitor that
samples the containment atmosphere at the 617' level. Only 1(2)R-PR40 channels 1 and 5 are capable of
tripping shut the Purge val'.es. Chann=11. the lodine channel, is not capable of tripping the Purge
valves. These monitors are considered reduno.r* by the Technical Specifications. However, because the
lodice channel of the $ PING cannot shut the Containn. nt Purge Valves, the pre.cedure requires that the
1(2)R-PR096 channel be operable at all times during a Containment Purge.

On 4/10/90, while a reactor head vent was in progress, it was realized that if any channel of the .

1/(2)R-PR09 monitor was inoperable, then the head vent was an uncontrolled release, because the need 1

vent rig bypasses the 1(2)R-PR40 sample point. This sieans that there would be no automatic closure of
the Containment Purge Valves if the head vent activity were to exceed the monitor setpoint. The release
was still monitored, by the downstream Ventilation Stack radiation monitors which were operable. ;

However, the Stack monitors have no c;r.tre! function. It should be noted that the 1(2)R-PR40 was (

installed in the early 1980's timef rame, and thi Radiological Ef fluent Technical Specifications (RETS) _ !

were implemented in September of 1986. So the current situation has evolved over many years. It should
also be noted that the head vent is not refere nced in Technical Specifications, and thus this report is
being submitted as a voluntary tER.

During the investigation of this event, it was discovered that a Unit 2 Containment Purge had been
performed on 4/9-10 with 2R-PR098 inoperable. This is a procedural violation, but not a Technical
$pecification violation. Although this channel was Out of service, (it was Out of Service for meter
repair) it had not been deenergized. This condition does not affect the operability of 2R-PR40, or the
operability of the Containment Purge Valves.
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LICEN1LE EV[NT REPORY (LER) TL11_CONTittl& TION
Farm Rev 2 0, i'a[

,
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I

(&CINTY leUE (1) DOCKET NUPSER (2) _ LEn annart (61' Paan (3)

Seiuential /// RevisionYear ///* t ffj/// " " rrfff
/// "# : r,

.i

.Zjen tinit 1 OJ 5 1 0 1 0 1 0 1 21 915 9Id - 0|1|1 010 0 13 0F_ 013 |-

TEXT Energy Industry Identification System (E!!$) codes are identified in the text as (KR)

l

C. APPAltENT CAU$E OF EVENT

The root cause of this event is a failure to realise that the routing of the tygon vent rig .

bypassed the 1(2)R-PR40 monitor sample point. This was due in part to the addition of the 1(2)R-PR 40
monitors and changes in Technical Specifications which allowed the use of 1(2)R-PR40 as a backup to
1(2)R PR09, af ter use of the head vent rig had become standard practice. This resulted in a procedural '

deficiency that permitted head vent releases with the same requirements as a Containment Purge and
consequently less than conservative monitoring requirements for the head vent. This was not a problem

*

when use of the vent rig was instituted, because the 1(2)R-PR40 monitors had not yet been installed.
Prior to the RETS change,1(2)R-PR09 was always required to be operable whenever a Containment Purge and
head vent was in progress.

D. SAFETY ANALY)11_Q LCyIHL

The reactor vessel head noble gases are sampled and activity quantified prior to release. The
release values for this event are 0.4 Curles noble gas, and 8.4E-10 Curles Particulate anJ lodine. At
no time were any dose rate limits exceeded. Therefore there was no safety significance to ti.is event.

!
[. CORRECllYLAC110MS

The corrective actions for this event are to impose stricter procedural controls on the actions
required for head vent releases. Anticipated actions are as follows:

1. Revise 501-9 to include instructions for head vent releases. This will require 1(2)PR-09 to be
operable whenever a head vent is performed. (295-180-90-04501)

l' 2. Revise ZCP-305 concerning the head vent release form to include requirements for 1(2)PR-09 to be
operable. (295-180-90-04502)

F. ERLYlQQS EVENT $

None

1

G. . (QtfQNENT TAILORE DATA

None
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